An important achievement in the field of DNA-based computation has been the development of experimental protocols for evaluation of Boolean logic circuits. These protocols for DNA circuits generally take as inputs single-stranded DNA molecules that encode Boolean values, and via a series of DNA hybridization reactions then release ssDNA strands to indicate Boolean output values. However, most of these DNA circuit protocols are use-once only, and there remains the major challenge of designing DNA circuits to be renewable for use with multiple sets of inputs. Prior proposed schemes to make DNA gates renewable suffered from multiple problems, including waste accumulation, signal restoration, noise tolerance, and limited scalable complexity. In this work, we propose a scalable design and in silico verifications for photoregulated renewable DNA seesaw logic circuits, which after processing a given set of inputs, can be repeatedly reset to reliably process other distinct inputs. To achieve renewability, specific toeholds in the system are labeled with photoresponsive molecules such as azobenzene to modulate the effective rate constants of toehold-mediated strand displacement (TMSD) reactions. Our proposed design strategy of leveraging the collective effect of TMSD and azobenzene-mediated dehybridization may provide new perspectives on achieving synchronized and localized control of DNA hybridizations in complex and scalable reaction networks efficiently and economically. Various devices such as molecular walkers and motors could potentially be engineered reusable, be simulated and subsequently implemented using our simplified design strategy.
Introduction
Nucleic acids have been widely recognized as a leading material for nanoscale engineering. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] High predictability and programmability 6 of nucleic acid reactions have initiated fast development in the eld of molecular self-assembly and computing using deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) and ribonucleic acids (RNA). In recent years, various static [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and dynamic nanostructures 4, 5 have been designed and demonstrated experimentally based on well-understood thermodynamic parameters of DNA hybridization [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and relatively simple sets of design metrics. Representative works include successful implementations of DNA walkers [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] and motors, 28,31-33 molecular beacon, 34 complex-shaped and functional DNA origami structures.
35-37
Furthermore, owing to the naturally biocompatible material, DNA-enabled nanotechnology has expanded its applications to the realm of bio-diagnostics and monitoring, [38] [39] [40] [41] drug delivery, 11, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] and cancer therapeutics.
47-49
Among prior excellent work on functional nucleic acid devices, signicant research has been devoted to DNA computing and molecular-scale circuit implementations. By virtue of the highly specic Watson-Crick base pairing 6 and the theoretical 0.34 nm addressability, 18 DNA could be leveraged as a superior natural computing substrate to pack high density of information into tiny space and provide functionality in a programmable manner at molecular scale. To date, advances on the study of nucleic acids Chemical Reaction Networks (CRNs) 50 have facilitated designs and wet lab implementations of a variety of logic circuit devices made with DNA. [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] Many of these implementations are enzyme-free and take advantage of a well-studied DNA reaction mechanism called ToeholdMediated Strand Displacement (TMSD), 5, 31, 62 where a short single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) toehold is rst hybridized to initiate a subsequent more extensive hybridization reaction.
An example of utilizing TMSD is the remarkable work by Qian and Winfree 63 on DNA seesaw circuits, which provides a simple yet robust approach to systematically building enzymefree catalytic DNA logic architectures. These architectures are scalable, noise tolerant and reasonably fast. 64 published research on DNA seesaw technology explored designs and simulations for more complicated constructions such as combinational circuit units and application-specic circuit realizations. [65] [66] [67] However, not much advances have yet emerged to address the existing problems and challenges with DNA seesaw technology itself. To our knowledge, the non-reusability of circuit components has been a major limiting factor that inhibits further development and applications of DNA seesaw technology beyond what has been demonstrated in literature. Although the seesaw reaction is reversible in its essence, the thresholding reaction and catalytic process of circuit operations inevitably lead to irreversible consumption of seesaw gates. Such limitation makes it difficult to develop sequential logic and memory devices using the seesaw implementation.
Prior work on renewable DNA logic gates and circuits
A DNA circuit is renewable if aer processing a given set of inputs, the circuit can be repeatedly reset to reliably process other distinct inputs. Prior work on renewable DNA logic gates has mostly been focused on achieving asynchronous and time-responsive circuit behavior. This is a desirable feature for DNA computing especially in the realm of therapeutics. A gate is time-responsive if its output varies appropriately with dynamic changes of its inputs. Because the gate output continuously reects change in inputs, molecular monitoring of biological signals could be achieved using such time-responsive DNA logic gates. Goel 
and Ibrahimi
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proposed a design of time-responsive DNA logic gates using restriction enzymes. However, such implementation is constrained by the accumulation of wastes and the requirement of identifying specic restriction enzymes to achieve described circuit functionality. Chiniforooshan et al. 58 presented a theoretical design of enzyme-free DNA logic gates with focuses on scalability, time-responsiveness, and energy efficiency. However, the time-responsiveness is achieved at the cost of fuel being continuously consumed. In addition, the design relies on the addition of 'signal restoration gate' on each signal path between gates to maintain correct digital logic levels. As a result, the implementation suffers from unavoidable complexities due to the involved non-trivial CRNs for constructing signal restoration gates. Genot et al. 69 proposed a cleaner design of time-responsive and reversible DNA logic circuits by using TMSD and DNA hairpins. However, the design faces the drawback of being noncatalytic, which limits the gate performance in terms of signal restoration and noise tolerance. More recently, Garg 70 demonstrated successful wet lab implementation of asynchronous time-responsive DNA logic gates. However, on one hand, the design faces the challenge of being non-catalytic, which requires special adjustment of reactant concentrations at different circuit levels to mitigate signal degradation. On the other hand, the renewal process of gates depends on collaborative hybridization reactions between multiple DNA species, thus posing restrictions in terms of sequence design difficulty of assembling gates into desired secondary structures.
Contributions of this work
In this work, we aim to address the problem of 'irreversible depletion of gate components' in DNA seesaw circuits for the rst time by engineering photoresponsive DNA seesaw gates with modications on the sticky-ends. We harness the effect of azobenzene photoisomerization on nucleotides as the driving force for modulating the 'effective toehold length' during the gate renewal process. As a result, the co-contributing effects of TMSD facilitate the circuit regeneration process by ameliorating the issue with unideal yield of azobenzene-mediated DNA dehybridization reported in prior works. 71, 72 Our design also provides benets in reducing leaks of seesaw circuit operations due to spurious toehold binding. This not only helps to solve the leakage problem when seesaw circuits scale up, but also makes the seesaw gate regeneration fast and robust.
This work provides various analyses and simulations of the photoregulated renewable seesaw circuits, including:
(i) A novel analysis of the dynamics of hybridization reactions involving trans-and cis-azobenzene labeled oligonucleotides, by quantifying the change in effective lengths of toeholds and branch migration domains.
(ii) Based on well-studied thermodynamics of TMSD and azobenzene-mediated DNA dehybridization, Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) are used to model the mass-action kinetics of CRNs involved in the operations of renewable seesaw logic gates. Critical reaction rate constants were calculated and veried based on well-known prior studies. 62, 64, 73 (iii) Development of a formal description of the renewable seesaw gates in Language for Biochemical Systems (LBS). 74 The renewable DNA logic gates are implemented and deterministically simulated in the soware Visual Genetic Engineering of Living Cells (Visual GEC) 75 to provide theoretical verication of the design feasibility.
Results and discussion
Modulating the effective rate constants of TMSD reactions
TMSD is a mechanism that facilitates programmable chemical reactions between DNA molecules with ne controllability. Based on well-established principles of DNA hybridization 13, 14, 16, 76 and branch migration, 77-79 a ssDNA molecule could bind to a double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) complex anked by a short (3-6 nucleotides) exposed single-stranded sequence called 'toehold' or 'sticky-end'. This toehold is typically the same for all gates, and so is termed 'universal'. Driving either by standard free energy (i.e. change in base pairings) or entropic free energy (i.e. imbalance of DNA concentrations), the top strand of the dsDNA complex could be displaced either irreversibly or reversibly by the invading ssDNA. DNA seesaw circuits exploit the concept of 'toehold exchange', 62,80 a special case of TMSD where the dsDNA base strand is anked on both sides by a toehold of equal length, to reversibly exchange the active toehold from one side to another. All these reactions occur with high precision by taking advantage of the WatsonCrick base pairing specicity and predictable kinetics of the deoxyribose nucleic acids. 6 Various factors could affect the dynamics and kinetics of TMSD reactions in reality, for example, temperature, salt composition and concentration, sequence design of DNA molecules, toehold binding energies, etc. For this study, we select DNA sequences veried by Seesaw Compiler 63 and Nucleic Acid Package (NUPACK) 81 so that any mismatch or undesired secondary structure is eliminated. Under such conditions, we can safely study DNA reactions on the 'domain' (consecutive nucleotides on a sequence) level.
82 By simply modulating the 'effective toehold length', for example, via toehold sequestering 51 which limits the rate of toehold hybridization, it is possible to modify the effective rate constants of strand displacement and further initiate the biasing of reaction pathways for circuit regeneration even aer the original reactions reach stoichiometric equilibrium.
Understanding the pros and cons of DNA seesaw logic gate implementation
In seesaw circuit, each Boolean value is encoded by a specied range of concentration of a particular ssDNA strand. For example, input is low (i.e. Boolean logic 0) when the concentration is lower than 20 nM and high (i.e. Boolean logic 1) when its concentration exceeds 80 nM but is below a higher bound of 100 nM. A seesaw gate motif is a basic unit of seesaw circuit which executes a single Boolean computation; it takes as inputs one or more ssDNA strands and provides as outputs one or more ssDNA strands. Seesaw gate motifs enable hierarchical abstractions to implement enzyme-free nucleic acid circuits that perform large-scale multi-level digital logic operations.
63,64
In this study, we adopt the '2-2 scheme' as shown in Fig. 1 for seesaw logic gate implementation, which comprises of two seesaw gate motifs for each functional seesaw logic gate. This scheme supports easy conversion between different digital logic functions by only adjusting the threshold concentration. It is free from threshold crosstalk problems as those present in the '1-4 scheme'. 63 The rst gate motif, called integrating gate, sums up input signal strands. The signal then propagates in the form of a released ssDNA to the next level gate motif, which consists of a threshold complex and an amplifying gate complex. Both complexes have an identical recognition domain (typically approximately 15 nt), but the threshold complex differs in its extended le toehold domain and absence of the right universal toehold domain. This difference facilitates fast DNA strand displacement reaction between the released ssDNA (here we call it 'invading input strand' based on naming conventions 62 ) and the threshold complex. The logic function, AND or OR, of the seesaw gate is determined by the concentration of threshold complex. When input level exceeds the threshold, the signal propagation to the amplifying gate is no longer inhibited. With catalytic cycle triggered by fuel strand, sufficient amount of output strand from amplifying gate is released to establish a correct logic level as the circuit output (in the actual seesaw gate implementation, a reporter gate is added to reect the level of output signal by generating detectable uorescence). Thresholding and the catalytic cycle are the cocontributing factors of noise resilience and signal restoration that make seesaw logic fast, robust, and reliable for multi-level large-scale circuit implementations. 63 Since signals in DNA seesaw circuits are represented by concentrations of corresponding DNA molecules, it is difficult to implement a logic NOT gate due to the indistinguishability between a signal being low versus the absence of the signal. To solve the problem and to be able to implement arbitrary logic functions, DNA seesaw circuits adopt the 'dual-rail' 63, 83, 84 convention with the downside of approximately doubling the number of required gates for circuit implementation.
According to Qian and Winfree, 63 although the seesawing reaction is reversible by the nature of toehold exchange, the signicant net change in standard free energy associated with gaining of base pairings during seesaw gate operation leads to irreversible consumption of the threshold complex. For similar reasons, the reporting mechanism also prevents possibility of reforming circuit components including the reporter and the amplifying gate complex. Hence, this poses one of the main limitations of seesaw circuits, which is the irreversible depletion of circuit components. The one-time-use-only nature of seesaw gates presents the largest hurdle of designing and implementing synchronous sequential logic and memory devices using seesaw method.
Leveraging azobenzene-functionalized oligonucleotides in TMSD reaction networks
One approach to deal with the aforementioned challenge in seesaw circuits is to use azobenzene isomerization to locally initiate and control DNA strand displacement. With azobenzene intercalation at selected positions on DNA strand, the doublehelical binding stability could be perturbed by the conformational and polarity change of azobenzene moieties upon photoisomerization. 85 As shown in Fig. 2 , an azobenzene molecule consists of a double N]N bond that links two phenyl functional groups in specic orientations. Azobenzene isomerization is a fast-conformational-change triggered by light irradiation that converts the molecule into one of the two congurations, Fig. 1 Logic gate implementation based on the '2-2 scheme'. namely, the trans-form and the cis-form. trans-Isomers refer to the azobenzene molecules whose functional groups are on the opposite side of the N]N bond, forming a planar structure. cisIsomers refer to azobenzene molecules whose functional groups are on the same side of the N]N bond, forming a non-planar structure. Tethered with trans-form azobenzene isomers, nucleic acids react similarly as unmodied strands in terms of temporal binding and unbinding dynamics. According to experimental evidence, 85-87 the melting temperature (T m ) of the modied duplex DNA increases nearly uniformly with increasing number of trans-form azobenzene intercalations. This observed stabilizing effect on the duplex DNA is possibly due to the stacking interactions that lead to favorable enthalpy change between azobenzene trans-isomers and adjacent nucleobases. 86, 87 Evidently, molecular dynamic simulations and T m experiments of duplexes have both indicated that the stabilizing effect is sufficient to offset the asymmetric distortion in DNA backbones resulted from the addition of azobenzene residues. 88, 89 This makes it feasible to use azobenzene as a noninvasive molecular switch for controlling TMSD reactions in DNA seesaw circuits without sacricing sequence specicity.
Upon external ultraviolet (UV) light stimuli, trans-to-cis isomerization of azobenzene moieties ( Fig. 2 ) perturbs the local DNA base stacking structure and initiates destabilization of the duplex due to steric hindrance. With properly designed sequences, selected positions of azobenzene intercalations, and well-controlled experimental conditions, a high percentage ($85%) of photoregulated duplex DNA dissociation could be achieved. 88, 90 Aer the azobenzene-initiated duplex dehybridization reaches its equilibrium, the released ssDNA strand would no longer favorably hybridize to its Watson-Crick complementary strand as long as the intercalating azobenzenes stay in the polar non-planar cis-form on the strand. Such condition could be maintained by irradiating the sample continuously with 300-400 nm UV light. To restore hybridization dynamics and reform the DNA duplex, blue light (>400 nm) is supplied to promote the cis-to-trans isomerization of azobenzene molecules back to their planar and non-invasive conformation in the duplex. Furthermore, it has been reported that no side reactions are involved in the azobenzene photo-isomerization process. 86, 88 This completely reversible regulation could help establish a fast, efficient, and noninvasive pathway towards achieving ne controllability and renewability of circuit components in TMSD reactions including the seesawing, thresholding and reporting mechanism involved in DNA seesaw circuits.
Reversing and renewing a simplied strand displacement reaction network
In this section, we present a method to provide renewability and reusability to a TMSD circuit (Fig. 3 ) built with gate complexes adapted from the original published seesaw paper. 63 A key aspect of our design is the limited use of azobenzene-labeling to renew the entire TMSD circuit by modulation of the effective toehold lengths only. We term the resulting system incorporating azobenzene-labeling, A-TMSD circuit. This section serves as the foundation that leads to our complete designs and implementations of renewable seesaw logic gates. Unless otherwise specied, we use the following convention and notations to describe DNA species involved in CRNs: consecutive nucleotides form functional domains on a DNA sequence. The capital letter S with a numeric value indicates a specic domain, and T represents toehold. The Watson-Crick complementary sequence of a domain or toehold is annotated by an asterisk *. Angle brackets enclose the bound duplex formed by a sequence hybridized to its complementary strand. Unique domains and toeholds are illustrated with different colors. A domain or toehold share the same color with its complementary sequence.
Assume the following DNA species are present in the system's initial state as shown in Fig. 3a : input sequence S 0 TS 1 , gate complex ThS 1 TiS 2 , and gate complex ThS 2 TiS 3 . To minimize the scale of modications to the existing DNA seesaw technology, our design assumes 5 nt universal toeholds, each intercalated by two azobenzene moieties that are two nucleobases apart. The planar and non-polar trans-form azobenzene molecules are represented by the blue cartoons sitting on the toeholds T* of the gate base strand. Based on experimentally demonstrated results, [85] [86] [87] [88] these trans-form azobenzene isomers would not inhibit regular toehold binding events between the input and gate. Initiated by the exposed universal toeholds, forward reactions involving seesawing, branch migration, and strand displacement would proceed normally to produce the single-stranded S 2 TS 3 output in Fig. 3b . At this point of stoichiometric equilibrium, no more productive reactions could occur in an unmodied seesaw motif cascade network. Any further computational operations would require building all the cascade components from scratch. However, it is not the case with our proposed design of renewable A-TMSD networks.
To initiate the reversal process of the cascade reaction network, external UV light stimulus is supplied (Fig. 3c) . Upon this UV light excitation, azobenzene moieties on the toehold photo-isomerize to cis-isomers and induce destabilizing steric repulsion to the incumbent top strand. Structural and polarity changes involved in this photo-isomerization process affect the T m of the duplex, specically, more drastic change in T m has been consistently observed with cis-azobenzene insertions on the oligonucleotide. 86, 87, 90 As a result, the incumbent top strand in the duplex starts to dissociate from the gate base strand at the azobenzene-intercalated toehold domain, and this leads to exposed but unreactive universal toeholds sequestered by cisform azobenzenes. Such toeholds are not favorable for further binding while azobenzenes stay in the non-planar cis-form. Now, due to imposed hindrance on toehold binding, we consider the 'effective length' of the le toehold is correspondingly reduced. This effect exponentially decreases the bimolecular (BM) reaction rate 62, 73 for any forward TMSD reactions initiated by the le toehold. In other words, the presence of cis-form azobenzenes resulted in an imbalance of effective toehold lengths on the two sides of gate base strand. Because now the right toehold is effectively a much stronger invading toehold comparing to the sequestered le toehold, there would be a net gain of effective base pairs when the released output strand S 2 TS 3 rebinds to the gate base strand and displaces the incumbent S 1 TS 2 through branch migration. Hence, it is thermodynamically favorable for this reversal process to occur and regenerate seesaw gate motifs to their corresponding initial states. This gate reversal process is illustrated in Fig. 3d .
In Fig. 3e , all species have been reverted to their original form and concentration. Furthermore, the cis-form azobenzenes on the toeholds set a "lock" to the overall reaction network. Because the system already resides in the state of lowest free energy, no forward reactions could favorably proceed as long as the azobenzene isomers remain in cis-form. Depending on the application, one may now choose to extract the input signal strand and introduce a different input to serve new computational needs, or simply disable the "lock" to repeat prior computation using the regenerated circuit. Irradiating the sample with blue light will trigger the cis-to-trans isomerization of azobenzene, and this will start operations of the newly regenerated circuit.
As mentioned earlier, the DNA seesaw gate technology also benets from our proposed design in terms of circuit leakage reduction. On one hand, trans-form azobenzenes on the toehold stabilizes the toehold binding and makes the forward reaction faster. On the other hand, cis-form azobenzenes on the toehold make the toehold thermodynamically unfavorable to hybridize to its complementary strand during the gate renewal process. Thus, in both trans-form and cis-form, azobenzenes on the toehold prevent spurious toehold binding events and provide an additional layer of leakage reduction.
Discussion on the yield of azobenzene-mediated DNA dehybridization
It is worth noting that neither the photo-isomerization of azobenzene molecules nor the azobenzene-mediated duplex DNA dehybridization occurs with perfect yield in reality. As investigated in a majority of published literature, the actual yield depends on various factors such as the number of azobenzene moieties incorporated, positions and spacing between azobenzene intercalations, and local mismatches of nucleobases surrounding the intercalation site. 71, [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] However, these studies mainly focused on regulating the hybridization of duplex DNA with 'blunt ends', meaning no exposed ssDNA toehold is present to facilitate the dehybridization process. In contrast, our design takes advantage of both the steric hindrance induced by azobenzene and the modulation of effective toehold length to evoke controlled renewability of the seesaw motif cascade reaction network. This makes our approach novel and unlikely to fall into limitations faced by studies done with bluntended DNA duplexes.
From a theoretical perspective, the problem associated with non-ideal yield of photo-controlled duplex dehybridization could be ameliorated by making use of the exponential dependence of reaction rate on 'effective toehold length'. With our design, isomerization of azobenzene to cis-form would result in an increased difference between the effective lengths of the invading and incumbent toehold. According to well-known experiments and modeling of the TMSD and toehold exchange mechanism done by Zhang and Winfree, 62 such difference could contribute to an exponential increase in the probability of the duplex dissociation. Eventually, all original species in the reaction network should be able to reform at a high yield despite only a small number of azobenzene insertions on the toehold. In this work, we will quantify and analyze the effect of different reaction yields based on empiricallyderived and model-veried thermodynamic parameters of A-TMSD. Using rate constants estimated and veried by our model, we will demonstrate the renewability of a full-scale seesaw AND gate as an example. Fig. 4 is the complete design of a renewable nucleic acid seesaw AND gate. Table S1 † explains the naming convention for reactant and product species in the CRN. In this design, universal T* toeholds are 5 nt long, and the extended toehold s2*T* on threshold complex is 10 nt long. We assume a default length of 15 nt for branch migration domain on gates. Initial species are enclosed by blue boxes and red dotted boxes enclose species that need to be reversed during the gate renewal process to reform original gate components. Thermodynamic feasibility of the gate operating with azobenzene in trans-form and in cisform, respectively, was analyzed quantitatively based on the remarkable work by Zhang and Winfree. We applied azobenzene functionalization to (i) the le toehold domain of integrating gate base strand, (ii) the le toehold domain of amplifying gate base strand, (iii) the toehold domain of the reporter gate base strand, (iv) the toehold domain on fuel strand, (v) the 3 0 -end portion of integrating gate top strand, (vi) the 3 0 -end portion of amplifying gate top strand, and (vii) the extended toehold domain of the threshold gate base strand. Two azobenzene molecules are used in functionalization (i)-(vi), and four azobenzene molecules in functionalization (vii). In addition, hairpin loop was added on the threshold gate to link its top strand to the base strand. In the original seesaw gate implementation, the top strand from threshold gate is rendered as waste aer being released from the gate, because the short strand is inactive due to lack of reactive toehold domains. To facilitate fast renewal process of the threshold gate complex, our design requires the top strand to be able to come back to its original gate base strand as easy as possible. The hairpin provides such a linkage preventing the top strand from completely moving away when it is displaced during the forward thresholding reaction. Similarly, a hairpin linkage was added to the reporter gate complex so that its top strand could be easily recycled during the reporter renewal process. The addition of hairpins in our design was only for future experimental consideration and was therefore not directly modeled in our simulations.
Designing a renewable nucleic acid seesaw logic 'AND' gate
Shown in
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Modeling the forward operation of a seesaw logic 'AND' gate functionalized with trans-form azobenzenes
The following types of reactions were considered to model the A-TMSD reaction network when azobenzene molecules are maintained in the planar trans-form. The corresponding CRN reaction graph is shown in Fig. S1 . † Reversible seesawing reactions between inputs and the integrating gate: 
Fast thresholding reaction between the released integrating gate top strand and the threshold gate:
Reversible seesawing reactions between the released integrating gate top strand and the amplifying gate:
Reversible seesawing reactions and catalytic cycle triggered by fuel strand:
TMSD reaction between released amplifying gate top strand and the reporter gate:
Gate-fuel leakage due to fuel slowly replacing the top strand from amplifying gate:
For equations shown above, ks, kf and kl represent BM rate constants for slow A-TMSD, fast A-TMSD, and gate-fuel leakage, respectively. We adapted BM rate constant values in Table S2 † as proposed and experimentally veried in prior work. 62, 64 The mass-action kinetics of the above A-TMSD reactions were modeled with a formal set of ODEs resolved from Dynetica.
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Further verications of circuit behavior were done by deterministic simulations in Visual GEC.
75 Table S3 † lists the initial concentrations of DNA species in the seesaw logic AND gate with input condition ON-ON as an example. All possible Boolean input combinations for the forward operation of the seesaw logic AND gate were evaluated, and the nal states of the circuit operated under different input conditions are recorded in Table S4 . † According to the results, our model demonstrated the desired circuit behavior for computing the logic AND using DNA seesaw gate modied with trans-form azobenzenes.
Modeling the renewal process of a seesaw logic 'AND' gate functionalized with cis-form azobenzenes
Taking the Boolean input combination ON-ON as an example, now let us consider the system has reached equilibrium aer completing the forward operation of logic AND on the two inputs. External UV light is now supplied to initiate the trans-tocis isomerization of azobenzene molecules. As shown in Fig. 5 , steric hindrance from the non-planar cis-form azobenzene isomers induces a difference in the 'effective toehold lengths' between the new invading toehold and incumbent toehold. Depending on where the azobenzene functionalization resides on the strand, the effect of cis-form azobenzene can either help reduce the effective length of incumbent toehold, or increase the effective length of invading toehold, or both. All of these three mechanisms could provide thermodynamically favorable condition for the regeneration process to occur and proceed, with a different effective BM rate constant for the corresponding A-TMSD reaction. For convenience, we use the following notations for the analysis and modeling of the seesaw gate renewal process:
(i) n: effective length of invading toehold under the effect of cis-azobenzene.
(ii) m: effective length of incumbent toehold under the effect of cis-azobenzene.
(iii) b: effective length of branch migration domain in the corresponding A-TMSD.
(iv) k {m,n} : effective BM rate constant of the corresponding A-TMSD.
In the following sections, we will explain, model, and evaluate the renewal process for the integrating gate and inputs, threshold gate, reporter gate, amplifying gate and fuel, respectively.
Renewing the integrating gate and inputs.
First, we analyze the renewal process of integrating gate. During the forward operation of seesaw AND gate, the integrating gate reacts with input signals and the direct downstream threshold gate and amplifying gate, which in turn reacts with the fuel and reporter gate to generate the gate output. Hence, analyzing the regeneration of integrating gate is an instrumental rst step for understanding and modeling the renewal process of the whole system. As recorded in Table S4 , † IntGate were partially consumed during the forward logic AND operation. To renew IntGate to its original concentration, IntGb in the complex 
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Inp1_IntGb and Inp2_IntGb must rebind to IntGt and reform intact IntGate complex as shown in Fig. 6 . With completion of the IntGate renewal process, original input strands Input 1 and Input 2 would also be restored to their initial concentrations.
The following A-TMSD reactions are involved:
In chemical eqn (8) and (9), ksc is the forward slow BM rate constant due to toehold sequestering by cis-azobenzenes on the le T* toehold of IntGb. To model the forward A-TMSD reaction Input 1 + IntGate / Inp1_IntGb + IntGt and Input 2 + IntGate / Inp2_IntGb + IntGt, we apply the bimolecular reaction model 62 of toehold exchange, taking the cis-azobenzene functionalized le toehold T* as the invading toehold and the right toehold T* of IntGb as the incumbent toehold. Depending on the strength of toehold sequestering by cis-azobenzene, the effective length of invading toehold could range from the ideal case 0 to the worst case 5. Because the incumbent toehold length remains a constant 5 nt, we could model the BM rate constant ksc by k {5,n} , n ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5.
Similarly, the reverse A-TMSD reaction Inp1_IntGb + IntGt / Input 1 + IntGate and Inp2_IntGb + IntGt / Input 2 + IntGate could be modeled with a BM rate constant krc. In contrast to the forward A-TMSD reactions modeled above, the azobenzene-sequestered le toehold on IntGb is now considered in the model as the incumbent toehold with an effective length m ranging from 0 to 5 depending on the yield of toehold sequestering. In the case of fully renewing the integrating gate, photoisomerization of azobenzenes leads to complete dissociation of the incumbent toehold domain from its complement. Hence, the effective incumbent toehold length is zero for the ideal case. Consequently, we can model the effective BM rate constant krc by k {m,5} , m ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 , or 5. Because of no azobenzene functionalization on the recognition domain of IntGb, the effective length of branch migration domain remains the default 15 nt for both the forward and reverse reactions modeled by eqn (8) and (9) . As shown in Tables S5 and S6 , † we calculated the effective rate constant ksc and krc based on the derivation and MATLAB script adapted from prior work. 62 2.8.2 Renewing the threshold gate. In our design, a few more (i.e. four rather than two) azobenzenes are intercalated on the 10 nt toehold of ThrGb to compensate for the higher hybridization affinity associated with the extended length of toehold. In addition, azobenzenes on the 3 0 -end of IntGt facilitate its dissociation from IntGt_ThrGb so that the renewal process of the threshold gate could proceed favorably from the free energy perspective. Eqn (10) describes the forward and reverse A-TMSD reaction that together regenerates ThrGate, as shown in Fig. 7 .
To estimate the forward BM rate constant tksc, we take as invading toehold the cis-azobenzene sequestered s2*T2 domain on ThrGate shown in Fig. 7 . In addition, steric repulsion by cisazobenzenes on IntGt determines the effective length b of the branch migration domain. Meanwhile, upon spontaneous dissociation of ThrGt from ThrGate aer branch migration, a temporary incumbent toehold is resulted with an effective binding length equal to m ¼ 15 À b. Therefore, in our model we estimate tksc by k {m,n} , with n ranging from 0 to 10, and with m ranging from 5 to 0 depending on the effective length of branch migration domain. To simplify the modeling, we assume a uniformly distributed effect on DNA dehybridization by cis-totrans isomerization of azobenzenes, so that any change in b (or m) will correspond to twice that amount of change in n. This linearity could be veried by the fact that our design satises the following eqn (11): number of azobenzenes on invading toehold maximum length of invading toehold being modulated ¼ 4 10 ¼ number of azobenzenes on temporary incumbent toehold maximum length of incumbent toehold being modulated ¼ 2 5
With this assumption, we construct and analyze different scenarios of tksc as shown in Table S7 . †
The renewal process of threshold complex is achieved primarily by the reverse reaction IntGt_ThrGb + ThrGt / IntGt + ThrGate with a BM rate constant tkrc. In this case, we take the temporary single-stranded short domain exposed by azobenzenes on the 3 0 -end of IntGt as the invading toehold, with an effective length n ranging from 5 to 0 depending on the azobenzene isomerization yield. Accordingly, the effective length of branch migration is calculated as b ¼ 15 À n. Lastly, the incumbent toehold has an effective length m between 0 to 10 based on strength of toehold sequestering on the s2*T2 domain, as depicted in Fig. 7 . Here we take similar assumptions from the calculation of tksc to simplify the modeling. Overall, tkrc could be theoretically calculated as k {m,n} , with n ranging from 5 to 0 and m between 0 to 10 accordingly. However, empirically speaking, the actual yield of cis-azobenzenemediated dehybridization would not be so low that the effective length of the incumbent toehold could ever reach 10 nt. To accommodate for this and readily adapt the available data of toehold binding energies from prior published work, 62 we restrict our analysis to m ¼ 6 at maximum, which corresponds to roughly a 40% yield of azobenzene-mediated dehybridization in our model. Table S8 † summarizes the estimation of rate constant tkrc depending on the yield of toehold sequestering due to cis-azobenzenes. It should be noted that the regeneration of integrating gate is also facilitated, because during the ThrGate renewal process, the IntGt is released from the bound complex and becomes available for the reformation of IntGate.
2.8.3 Renewing the reporter gate. Similar rationale could be applied to estimate the effective rate constants for reforming the reporter gate. Eqn (12) describes the mass-action kinetics involved in this process shown in Fig. 8 . The difference between the effective rate rpkrc and rpksc favors the rebinding of RepGt to RepGb for the reporter gate reformation.
To model the forward reaction AmpGt + RepGate / AmpGt_RepGb + RepGt, we consider le toehold T* on RepGate as the invading toehold, with an effective binding length n between 0 to 5 depending on the sequestering strength of cisazobenzenes. The cis-azobenzenes on the 3 0 -end of AmpGt forms a temporary incumbent toehold on RepGb. Specically, the spontaneous dissociation of RepGt from RepGate aer branch migration must occur via the temporary incumbent toehold, with its effective toehold binding length m ranging from 5 to 0. Accordingly, the effective length of branch migration domain is b ¼ 15 À m. In our model we estimate rpksc by k {m,n} , as summarized in Table S9 . † Next we model the reverse reaction AmpGt_RepGb + RepGt / AmpGt + RepGate with an effective BM rate constant rpkrc. cis-Azobenzene-mediated dehybridization on 3 0 -end of AmpGt forms an invading toehold with an effective length n, which correspondingly results in a branch migration domain with an effective length b ¼ 15 À n. Furthermore, cis-azobenzenes on the le toehold T* of RepGb modulate the effective length m of incumbent toehold, with the relation m ¼ 5 À n. The estimation of rpkrc is shown in Table S10 . † Note that the regeneration of amplifying gate is also facilitated as a result of this reaction by releasing AmpGt from the bound complex AmpGt_RepGb.
2.8.4
Renewing the amplifying gate and the fuel. To renew and regenerate the amplifying gate complex, the following DNA species are involved -IntGt_AmpGb, Fuel_AmpGb, AmpGt_RepGb. We have taken care of freeing up AmpGt from the AmpGt_RepGb complex in our discussion on regenerating the Fig. 7 Regeneration of the threshold complex. Regeneration of integrating gate is also facilitated. reporter gate, so we now focus on the following two chemical equations to model the AmpGate renewal process. Meanwhile, the regeneration of fuel is affected during this process, as shown in Fig. 9 .
To estimate the BM rate constant ampksc, we take the le toehold T* on AmpGb as the invading toehold with an effective binding length n from 0 to 5. Table S12 . † Fig. 9 Regeneration of the amplifying gate. Regeneration of the fuel is affected in this CRN. Regeneration of the integrating gate is facilitated. To model the forward BM reaction associated with eqn (14), we rst need to estimate the effective length of the invading toehold, which consists of two parts: (i) the right toehold T* of AmpGb effectively sequestered by cis-azobenzenes on the T domain of fuel, and (ii) the exposed portion of AmpGb due to cis-azobenzenes on 3 0 -end of IntGt of the IntGt_AmpGb complex. With an assumption made earlier, the length of effective binding region sequestered in (i) and exposed in (ii) should be roughly equal. Thus, the counteracting effects result in a constant effective length of n ¼ 5 for the invading toehold but a varying effective length b of branch migration domain depending on the azobenzene isomerization yield, which also modulates the incumbent toehold effective length m. As a result, we model the forward rate constant sc by k {m,5} , with m ranging from 0 to 5 and b from 10 to 15, as shown in Table  S13 . † Analogously, we model the reverse BM reaction in eqn (14) by taking the le toehold T* on Fuel_AmpGb as the invading toehold with an effective length n ranging from 0 to 5. In addition, we model the incumbent toehold with a constant effective length m of 5 nt and the branch migration domain with an effective length b ranging from 10 to 15. As a result, we model the reverse rate constant rc by k {5,n} , as shown in Table S14 . † Based on the results from Tables S13 and S14, † the cis-azobenzene functionalization does not actually facilitate the regeneration of fuel strand. However, importantly, one should not forget to account for a new productive reaction between Fuel_AmpGb and AmpGt because of the toehold sequestering by the fuel strand. Mathematically, this reaction could be derived by adding eqn (13) to (14) on both side, resulting in a single bidirectional BM chemical eqn (15) to describe an overall process that effectively regenerates both AmpGate and fuel. A diagram for the corresponding reaction network is shown in Fig. 10 .
As discussed earlier, the un-sequestered blunt-end TMSD reaction between fuel and AmpGate happens in the form of leakage at least 6 orders of magnitude slower than regular TMSD reactions. With cis-azobenzenes on T toehold of the fuel strand, the effective rate constant is even slower. 62 As a result, assigning zero to ampsc is a good approximation for modeling the effective rate constant of forward reaction Fuel + AmpGate / Fuel_AmpGb + AmpGt. To estimate the reverse rate constant amprc, we take the exposed portion of right toehold on AmpGb as the invading toehold, with an effective length n ranging from 5 to 0. Furthermore, the length of branch migration domain is unaffected by azobenzene isomerization, and the le toehold T* on Fuel_AmpGb does not participate in any toehold exchange reaction in this CRN. Thus, we can model the effective rate constant amprc by k {0,n} . Table S15 † shows the correlation between the estimated value of amprc and the strength of toehold sequestering by cis-azobenzenes on fuel strand.
Deterministic simulation results
We carried out deterministic simulations in Visual GEC for the renewal process of a single seesaw AND gate. The efficacy of gate renewal process is quantied by the 'regeneration yield', dened as the ratio between the regenerated concentration and the initial concentration for each gate component as dened in Table S3 . † Time courses of the simulated kinetics shown in Fig. 11 provide measurements of renewability for individual gate components. Evaluations were based on different effective yields of toehold sequestering by cis-azobenzenes. The resulted renewal yields of AND gate components under the input condition ON-ON are shown in Table 1 . Taking 80% as a reasonably achievable yield of toehold sequestering by cisazobenzenes, we then compared the model-predicted yields of gate renewability corresponding to different input conditions of AND gate, as shown in Table 2 .
Conclusion
According to the simulation results, our proposed design is capable of renewing all gate components of a DNA seesaw circuit to near completion with an achieved yield close to or above 97%. Our model also predicted reasonable time windows (<5 hours) for achieving such high yield of circuit renewability in real wet lab experiments, given that our proposed toehold sequestering mechanism could achieve an effective yield of roughly 80% or above. Based on published data and our discussion on the yield of azobenzene-mediated DNA dehybridization, we anticipate that 80% toehold sequestering yield is experimentally achievable because of the collaborative effects of azobenzene-mediated duplex dehybridization and TMSD. In summary, we introduced a novel design strategy for achieving near complete gate renewability in DNA seesaw technology by photonic controls. Due to variations in DNA sequence design and achievable azobenzene isomerization yield on strands, additional experimental studies are needed to fully characterize the efficiency of gate renewability. Nevertheless, our proposed design strategy of leveraging the collective effect of TMSD and azobenzene-mediated dehybridization may provide new perspectives on achieving synchronized and efficient localized control of DNA hybridization in complex and scalable reaction networks. There are much more to explore with our proposed seesaw gate renewal mechanism, for example, by applying DeMorgan's theorems and the 'dual-rail' logic representation to implement a complete set of renewable DNA logic gates, including dual-rail AND, OR, NOR, NAND and XOR. Comparing to other prior renewable circuit schemes, one can also exploit the fan-in and fanout capability of seesaw circuits to construct time-responsive sequential circuits and memory devices with our simplied design strategy and the economical use of photoresponsive molecules on DNA. In theory, our novel modeling strategy presented here could apply to the in silico analysis and verication of any TMSD networks that operate with some type of toehold sequestering mechanism. Various devices such as molecular walkers and motors could potentially be engineered reusable, be simulated and subsequently implemented using our proposed design strategy.
Method
4.1 Notes on modeling the forward operation of seesaw 'AND' gate functionalized with trans-form azobenzenes For eqn (1)- (7), three different BM rate constants, namely, ks, kf and kl, were involved in modeling the logic gate operation with trans-form azobenzene modications in the circuit. Reversible seesawing reactions were modeled with the same forward and reverse rate constant because of equivalent toehold exchange. Despite the slight stabilization effect on toehold binding due to trans-form azobenzene intercalations, we assumed that the noninvasive trans-form azobenzenes had minimal inuences on the BM reaction rate constants. This assumption was reasonable considering we only inserted a few azobenzene molecules on the toehold. Hence, in our model we could use BM rate constants dened in Table S2 † as previously veried by experimental work. 62, 64 Other universal toehold binding reactions 64 were not incorporated in our model because they were unproductive simulation-wise with regard to their inuences on the characterization of the overall CRN. Thus, only three rate constant values were needed for characterizing and evaluating the forward operation of a full-scale seesaw logic AND gate with trans-form azobenzenes. Text S1 † lists the set of ODEs for modeling the mass-action kinetics of associated A-TMSD reactions using Dynetica. 92 The equations were evaluated with initial conditions listed in Table  S3 , † taking Boolean input combination ON-ON as an example.
These recommended numbers were adapted from the Seesaw Compiler 63 and were used to congure the simulation of CRN kinetics for the AND gate forward operation in Visual GEC. 75 For all other species that appear in the nal state of the gate forward operation, an initial concentration of zero was assigned. These included dsDNA species Inp1_IntGb, Inp2_IntGb, IntGt_ThrGb, IntGt_AmpGb, Fuel_AmpGb, AmpGt_RepGb, and ssDNA species IntGt, ThrGt, AmpGt, RepGt.
4.2 Notes on modeling the renewal process of seesaw 'AND' gate functionalized with cis-form azobenzenes To best apply the well-established three-step model and the bimolecular reaction model of toehold exchange, 62 in our design all species were supposed to operate under or near the 'critical concentration' as dened in prior literature.
62 Typical DNA sequence design as well as standard buffer condition such as salt composition and concentration were assumed so that the calculated toehold binding energies from prior literature 62 could be adapted to our model and to predict the reaction kinetics with reasonable accuracy. We assumed typical toehold binding energies, 25 C temperature, and the energy model of 'Nupack + Protozanova' for estimation of BM rate constants using a modied MATLAB script adapted from prior work, 62 as listed in Text S2. † MATLAB commands for estimating specic rate constant values for the renewal process of gate components are indicated in Tables S5-S15. † Different sets of effective BM rate constant values were estimated according to specic strengths of toehold-sequestering by cis-azobenzenes estimated for each DNA strand modication in our design. The calculated values were then used in LBS programs to simulate the massaction kinetics of the renewal process of seesaw logic AND gate in Visual GEC. As an example, Text S3 † lists the LBS code for deterministic simulation with the Boolean input condition ON-ON and an assumed effective yield of 80% for the cis-azobenzene toehold-sequestering effect.
